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                                    Arrange a consultation

                                    Interested in our treatments? Arrange a consultation and come see us to discuss your options.

                                    Enquire now
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                                        From £299.00
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                                            From £3000.00
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                                            From £2800.00
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						Dental finance*

						We will work with you to ensure that your treatment plan suits your needs as best as possible.
					

					Read more
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                            Hidden braces

                            Lingual braces are attached to the back of the teeth making them virtually unnoticeable.
                        

                        Read more
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                            Tooth coloured braces

                            Ceramic braces are more discreet than metal braces and consist of small tooth coloured brackets attached to the teeth.
                        

                        Read more
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                            Invisalign teen aligners

                            Invisalign clear aligners are virtually invisible. getting the smile you love shouldn’t be awkward.
                        

                        Read more
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                            Invisalign

                            Invisalign is a virtually invisible way to straighten your teeth using a series of clear, customised removable aligners.
                        

                        Read more
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						Pay in 3**

						AppToPay allows you split the cost of your treatment in to 3**, equal, interest free payments.
					

					Read more
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                            ClearCorrect

                            ClearCorrect is a virtually invisible way to straighten your teeth using a series of clear, customised aligners.
                        

                        Read more
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                            Retainers

                            Retainers are used to hold your teeth in their new position until your bone, gums, and muscles adapt to the new teeth positions.
                        

                        Read more
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                                Our dental implants

                                Smile with confidence.
                            
                        
                    






        
            

                
                
                    

                        
                            About The SmileSuite


                                Welcome to The Smile Suite and Bristol Orthodontics, we are located in the heart of Bristol providing the best treatment in a safe state of the art practice environment. Our practice is home to 7 surgeries. We have 3 private suites. 2 on our ground floor offering full disabled access. We offer general dentistry, implants, orthodontics including Invisalign and ClearCorrect, oral surgery, a prosthodontist, and a restorative specialist. The practice is located in the heart of Clifton, easily accessible by both bus and car. At the side of the practice is a car park with designated disabled spaces. We look forward to welcoming you to our practice.
                                You can get in touch with us using the details at the top of this page. Or if you are ready to speak to us, why not request an appointment here.


                            
                            



                            
                            
 


                            
                            

 
        
        
            Practice facilities


            
                	
                            Parking
                        
	
                            Disabled access
                        
	
                            Free wifi available
                        


            

        




                        


                    

                


                
                    

                        
                            Arrange a consultation

                            Interested in our treatments? Arrange a consultation and come see us to discuss your options.

                            Arrange consultation
                        


                        
                            Opening times

                            	Monday	07:50	-	18:30
	Tuesday	07:50	-	16:30
	Wednesday	07:50	-	20:00
	Thursday	07:50	-	16:30
	Friday	07:50	-	13:30
	Saturday	Closed
	Sunday	Closed


                        


                    

                


            


                

                    What our patients say
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                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "Just had a filling done at Smile Suite! Super impressed with their professionalism.  Neil my dentist, was very delicate and reassured me throughout my visit."
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 14/11/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "I had a great experience at the Smile Suite, treated by Neil. I received a very thorough checkup, with detailed explanations and advice on issues found with my teeth. This was followed by a second appointment to perform a filling that went great. I would 10/10 recommend this dentist. Thank you!"
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 11/11/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "I had teeth whitening with Neil and I was very impressed by how thorough and patient he was. Nobody likes to go to the dentist but he made me feel very much at ease."
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 08/11/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "My first time going private, such a lovely experience. So pleased I was able to get an appointment with Neil who is clearly a highly skilled dentist. I was given options to repair a broken tooth and left extremely happy with the results. Thank you"
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 15/09/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "Great check up today with Neil, nursed by Alicia, and Clemie. Very thorough check up, good explanation of issues found. Clear options given with estimate of pricing for future treatment. Lovely clean building good layout well maintained."
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 13/09/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "The staff are very professional and prices very reasonable with parking on site ! Highly recommend ."
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 05/09/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "Pleasant staff. Parking on site. Everything explained in detail.  Recommended!"
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 09/08/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "Excellent experience with The Smile Suite. Very flexible with appointment times and really listened to any concerns, questions and requests I had. Teeth are perfectly straight now and ready for the complimentary teeth whitening. Pardeep was excellent throughout the process and I always felt confident receiving treatment with him. Would strongly reccomend based on my experience.

Treatment - Lower arch fixed ceramic brace"
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 25/06/2021
                        

                    
	
                        
                            Google
                            
                            5 out of 5
                        

                        
                            "Smile Suite especially Sarah and Mo went out of their way to get a procedure done for me quickly before my sons wedding.

All the staff I met were professional and friendly.  I can highly recommend."
                        

                        
                            Reviewed on 20/06/2021
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    Your feedback matters

    Have you been to The SmileSuite? We want to hear from you. Tell us about your experience at our practice so we can better improve our services to you.

    Leave feedback
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                            Dental implants

                            
                                Replace your missing teeth or finally get rid of those troublesome dentures. For more information call

                                0117 974 6555
                                    
                                        or 

                                        Arrange a consultation
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                            Straight teeth

                            
                                Transform your smile with clear, invisible braces for straighter teeth. For more information call

                                0117 974 6555
                                    
                                        or 

                                            Arrange a consultation
                                    
                            

                        

                    


        

    




    

    
    
    

        Our treatments and costs
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						[image: Affordable private treatment]
     
            Private
check-up
            
                £
                                
                                    65.00
                                
            
        at a time that suits you
    
                

                Affordable private dentistry

                Whether you want a check-up, an urgent appointment, treatment or even a complete smile makeover, you can get the smile you have always dreamed of at a price you can afford. With a range of early morning, evening and weekend appointments you can be seen at a time that suits you. You'll also have priority appointments when you need them most, and no long waiting lists.

                	No long waiting lists
	Flexible appointment times


            


            
            
                
                     


    	
                    White/Composite Filling

                    
                        
                                 From£185.00

                    

                
	
                    Bonded retainer (each)

                    
                        
                                 From£150.00

                    

                
	
                    Bonded-retainer repair (per tooth)

                    
                        
                                 From£30.00

                    

                
	
                    Clinical review with clinician

                    
                        
                                 From£40.00

                    

                
	
                    CT scan

                    
                        
                                 From£100.00

                    

                
	
                    Fixed labial appliances

                    
                        
                                 From£3850.00

                    

                
	
                    Fixed lingual appliances

                    
                        
                                 From£6750.00

                    

                
	
                    Hygiene - Airflow

                    
                        
                                 From£105.00

                    

                
	
                    Hygiene Appointment - Periodontal Treatment

                    
                        
                                 From£180.00

                    

                
	
                    Hygiene Appointment- Scale and polish

                    
                        
                                 From£80.00

                    

                
	
                    Lite braces

                    
                        
                                 From£1800.00

                    

                
	
                    Mouthguard one colour

                    
                        
                                 From£80.00

                    

                
	
                    Mouthguard two or more colours

                    
                        
                                 From£100.00

                    

                
	
                    New Patient consultation

                    
                        
                                 From£95.00

                    

                
	
                    OPG X-ray

                    
                        
                                 From£50.00

                    

                
	
                    Removable retainer (each)

                    
                        
                                 From£90.00

                    

                
	
                    Removal of old bonded retainer

                    
                        
                                 From£40.00

                    

                
	
                    Teeth Whitening

                    
                        
                                 From£249.00

                    

                
	
                    Upper lingual / lower labial

                    
                        
                                 From£5550.00

                    

                
	
                    Exam

                    
                        
                                 From£65.00

                    

                
	
                    Emergency appointment fee

                    
                        
                                 From£95.00

                    

                
	
                    Crown - Composite/Arcrylic

                    
                        
                                 From£555.00

                    

                
	
                    Dentures - Full

                    
                        
                                 From£955.00

                    

                
	
                    Extraction - Complex

                    
                        
                                 From£280.00

                    

                
	
                    Extraction - Special Difficulty

                    
                        
                                 From£280.00

                    

                
	
                    Zoom Take Home Whitening

                    
                        
                                 From£299.00

                    

                
	
                    Hygiene Appointment 30 minutes

                    
                        
                                30 Minutes From£88.00

                    

                
	
                    Root Canal Treatment (Incisor/Canine)

                    
                        
                                Incisor/Canine From£500.00

                    

                
	
                    Root Canal Treatment (Molar)

                    
                        
                                Molar From£700.00

                    

                
	
                    Root Canal Treatment (Pre-molar)

                    
                        
                                Pre-molar From£600.00

                    

                
	
                    X-rays - Large

                    
                        
                                Large From£50.00

                    

                
	
                    X-rays - Small

                    
                        
                                Small From£22.00

                    

                
	
                    Extraction - Simple

                    
                        
                                 From£150.00

                    

                
	
                    ClearCorrect

                    
                        
                                 From£3000.00

                    

                
	
                    Composite Bonding (per a tooth)

                    
                        
                                 From£250.00

                    

                
	
                    Crown

                    
                        
                                 From£605.00

                    

                
	
                    Denture Excellence

                    
                        
                                 From£550.00

                    

                
	
                    Enlighten teeth whitening

                    
                        
                                 From£600.00

                    

                
	
                    Extraction (per tooth)

                    
                        
                                 From£150.00

                    

                
	
                    Fillings-White

                    
                        
                                 From£180.00

                    

                
	
                    Fixed metal braces for children- upper and lower

                    
                        
                                 From£2300.00

                    

                
	
                    Fixed metal braces for children- upper or lower

                    
                        
                                 From£1700.00

                    

                
	
                    Fixed tooth coloured braces- upper and lower

                    
                        
                                 From£3850.00

                    

                
	
                    Fixed tooth coloured braces- upper or lower

                    
                        
                                 From£2850.00

                    

                
	
                    Implant

                    
                        
                                 From£2800.00

                    

                
	
                    Invisalign Comprehensive

                    
                        
                                 From£4000.00

                    

                
	
                    Invisalign full- upper and lower

                    
                        
                                 From£4220.00

                    

                
	
                    Invisalign Go

                    
                        
                                 From£3000.00

                    

                
	
                    Invisalign teen

                    
                        
                                 From£4000.00

                    

                



                

            


            
                
                    
                        Find out more here
                    
                


            
                get the smile you have

                always dreamed of at a price

                you can afford
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                    Click here to

                    arrange a consultation
                
            
        

    


    

        mydentist dental plan


        Do you wish you could spread the cost of your routine dental care? We’ve created our private dental plan to help you budget for the care you need.

        We believe the best way to maintain healthy teeth and gums is by joining our monthly membership. Our range of dental plans encourage a preventive approach to your dental health needs and encourage regular attendance to enable us to spot any problems before they arise.


        

            
                

                    Plan Membership options

                    		PLAN A	PLAN B	PLAN C
	Number of dental health examinations per year**	1	2	2
	Number of hygiene visits per year**	1	2	4
	Exclusive 10% discount on oral health products	[image: tick]	[image: tick]	[image: tick]
	Preferential appointment times and access to our affordable private range of treatments	[image: tick]	[image: tick]	[image: tick]
	Eligibility to request assistance from the Worldwide Dental Emergency Assistance Scheme***	[image: tick]	[image: tick]	[image: tick]
	Monthly costs*	£9.16	£18.26	£28.33



                

            

            
                

                    Enjoy the benefits!

                    
                        	Practice Membership
	10% discount off all oral hygiene products
	Cost effective budgeting
	Preferential appointment times
	Wider range of treatments
	Worldwide Dental Emergency cover***


                    


                

            


        


        Request a free dental plan consultation


        
            * Regional variations apply. An initial joining fee will be collected with your first payment only. Ask in practice for more details.

            ** The provision of routine examinations and hygiene visits is subject to receipt of the required consecutive monthly payments.

            *** Speak to your local practice for more information
        

    



    

    


    



    
    

        Meet the team at The SmileSuite


        
            

                 



    
        Your clinicians

        	
                            [image: ]
                            
                                
                                    Dr.Adriano Sabia
                                                                    
                                Qualified from: Lic Odont University Alfonso X EL Sabio  Madrid, 2014
                                GDC No: 256440
                            


                                Adriano Sabia graduated in 2014 from the University Alfonso X El Sabio in Madrid with a Degree in Dental Surgery. He completed his specialisation studies with a Master’s degree in Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopaedics at one of the most prestigious dental universities in Europe, the International University of Catalonia (UIC), Barcelona  in 2021.

In the context of his studies in Barcelona he was awarded a Fellowship by the leading company Dentsply for the study of, and delivery of treatment for complex cases requiring multidisciplinary input. He has have undertaken an extensive number of cases involving all aspects of orthodontics, including Invisalign, the use of mini-screws, orthognathic surgery and corticotomies.

Adriano is particularly interested in aesthetics and in helping patients achieve a perfect smile. In his free time he enjoys traveling and swimming.

                        
	
                            [image: ]
                            
                                
                                    Dr.Muhammad Musaab Siddiqui 
                                                                            (Dental Implant Surgeon)
                                
                                Qualified from: BDS, MFDS RCSEd, MClinDent Pros, Mpros RCSEd, MFTd RCSEd Fatima Jinnah Dental College in Pakistan, 2009
                                GDC No: 254930
                            


                                He currently works as a Specialist Prosthodontist and Clinical Teaching Fellow of Restorative Dentistry leading Prosthodontics at School of Oral and Dental Sciences, University of Bristol.

Musaab has experience in treatment of complex restorative and multi disciplinary cases with particular emphasis on Fixed and Removable Prosthodontics and Implant Dentistry.

After working as a house officer in Maxillofacial Surgery and Restorative Dentistry, he entered specialist training and gained MClindent in Prosthodontics from Barts and the London School of Medicine and Dentistry and Membership in Prosthodontics from Royal College of Surgeons Edinburgh.

During his training he has won multiple awards such the SSRDG/ACSRD Research Poster awards.


He is involved with teaching at Bristol Dental Hospital and is a lecturer for MSc in Dental Implantology. He is also involved in reforming curriculum for Prosthodontics for the undergraduates.

He is a member of several specialist dental societies, including the International Team of Implantology, British Society for Restorative Dentistry, British Society of Prosthodontics, Restorative Dentistry UK and International Association of Dental Research.

                        
	
                            [image: ]
                            
                                
                                    Dr.Neil Schembri
                                                                    
                                Qualified from: BChd, MSc Implantology Brist,United Kingdom, 2009
                                GDC No: 185531
                            


                                Dr Neil Schembri qualified at the University of Malta in 2009 and started his career working at the Dental Hospital before moving to the UK in 2010; here he undertook a 4-year Master of Science degree in Dental Implantology at the University of Bristol qualifying in 2014 with Distinction.

Dr Schembri worked for 11 years in a start-up dental practice in Bristol gaining extensive experience working with anxious patients with complex treatment needs. Since 2014, Dr Schembri has also been working part-time as a Clinical Support Manager with {my}dentist providing clinical support to other dentists in Bristol. Having completed a Civil Expert Witness certificate at Cardiff University in 2019, he also works as an independent Clinical Advisor with the NHS.

Whilst performing his clinical role, Dr Schembri acted as a Clinical Mentor for other Dentists. Dr Schembri also completed a post-graduate teaching degree in 2021 at the University of Bristol and gained teaching experience by working as a Clinical Lecturer in Restorative Dentistry at the same university.

Dr Schembri completed his Invisalign® and ClearCorrect® teeth straightening courses in 2018 and 2022 respectively and uses the latest in digital dentistry when providing these treatments at the Smile Suite.


                        
	
                            [image: ]
                            
                                
                                    Dr.Pardeep Saini
                                                                            (Orthodontist)
                                
                                Qualified from: MSc MOrth RCS Eng UK, 2010
                                GDC No: 193907
                            


                                After completing his dentistry degree at Sheffield University in 2010, Pardeep undertook a series of hospital posts learning more about specialist dental treatments, treatment of children, treatment of anxious patients and oral and facial surgery. Following this, he completed a 3 year, full-time orthodontic training programme at Leeds Dental Institute and York Hospital where he learnt his trade from several highly-experienced and well-respected Consultant Orthodontists and Professors. This culminated in award of a Master’s degree in Orthodontics (MSc) and Membership in Orthodontics at the Royal College of Surgeons of England (MOrth RCS Eng) in 2017. Pardeep has co-authored and published several scientific papers and is currently lead-author on a clinical trial due to be submitted for publication. He has presented both regionally and nationally and is committed to learning about new techniques and developments in the field. He has won several prizes during his career including the Research Prize presented by the British Society of Paediatric Dentistry in 2015.
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                                    Dr.Ryan Lello 
                                                                            (Dental Implant Surgeon)
                                
                                Qualified from: BDS(Wales) MFDS RCS(Ed) MJDF RCS(Eng) MOS RCS(Ed) MSc OS Plymouth United Kingdom, 2007
                                GDC No: 114184
                            


                                After graduating from Cardiff University, Ryan held several Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Senior House Officer and Specialty Dentist posts in Wales, the Midlands and London. Building on his interests in implantology and hard tissue grafting, Ryan was able to undertake a position at the dental hospital in Berne, Switzerland, where he completed his specialist training in oral surgery over a three-year period. The Berne dental hospital has an international reputation as a research centre in implantology and tissue grafting, which enabled Ryan to be trained in a number of related surgical techniques. Following his return to the UK and resuming work he achieved his Membership in Oral Surgery from the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. He was subsequently recognised by the General Dental Council as a Specialist in Oral Surgery. He also completed a MSc in Oral Surgery at the Univeristy of Plymouth. He has published several peer-reviewed articles and presented at both UK and European scientific meetings. Ryan also works in the Oral Surgery Department of Bristol Dental Hospital as a Specialty Dentist in Oral Surgery and as an Honorary Clinical Lecturer.
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                                    Miss.Tara Fagan
                                                                            (Orthodontic Therapists)
                                
                                Qualified from: RDN, Dip Orth Ther RCS (Ed) UK, 2018
                                GDC No: 244269
                            


                                Tara started her career as a dental nurse at another practice in Bristol and qualified in 2013. She then moved to Bristol Orthodontics in 2015 to further her career where she undertook further training in impression taking. Tara then went on to train as an Orthodontic Therapist and qualified from the University of Central Lancashire in June 2018, following 12months of intensive hands-on clinical and academic training where she was taught and mentored by respected and highly-qualified Specialist Orthodontists. Following her orthodontic training, Tara has continued to learn a wide array of orthodontic techniques from several award-winning Specialist Orthodontists. As of June 2022 Tara started as a part time Lecturer on the Orthodontic Therapy course at the University of Central Lancashire.

Outside of work, Tara enjoys spending time with her friends and family and spoiling her rescue-cat Luna.

                        
	
                        
                            
                                Dr.Anna Piros 
                                                            
                            Qualified from: DMD Semmelweis University Budapest, 2003
                            GDC No: 84549
                        

                    
	
                        
                            
                                Dr.Zeyad Shaker
                                                            
                            Qualified from: BMSc, BDM, MFDS RCSEd, DClinDent (Periodontics), MPerio RCSEd, FHEA United Kingdom, 2013
                            GDC No: 300389
                        

                    


        Dental professionals must be registered with the GDC and meet high standards. Find us on the register: www.gdc-uk.org
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                	Do you find it difficult to eat your favourite foods, enjoy a juicy steak or bite an apple?
	Are you embarrassed to smile, or do you suffer from confidence issues because of missing, broken or loose teeth?
	Are your dentures loose and do you worry about them falling out?



                If your answer is yes to any of these questions, dental implants could be right for you. Here at The SmileSuite our experienced dental implant surgeons can help you regain confidence in your smile with a permanent solution for any number of missing teeth.
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                            What are dental implants?

                            Dental implants are a fixed solution for missing teeth that are the closest possible replacement for natural teeth.
                            They involve one or more titanium screws being inserted into your jawbone to mimic a natural tooth root. Dental crowns are securely attached to these to fill the gaps in your mouth.
                            Because dental implants are securely anchored in your jaw you’ll have the confidence to comfortably eat whatever you like.
                        


                    

                

                
                    

                        The main benefits of dental implants:

                        	Replace loose-fitting dentures
	Maintain bone structure after tooth loss
	Improve the appearance of your smile
	Boost your confidence
	Function and feel just like natural teeth
	Improve chewing and speaking
	Long term solution
	High success rate



                    

                


                Dental implants are a well-established treatment for replacing missing teeth. As they are inserted directly into your jawbone they help prevent bone loss or movement of your remaining teeth, helping to maintain the structure of your face.

            



            
                
                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    Consultation

                                    For an assessment of your needs and a quote.
                                
                            
                        


                    

                


                
                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    Make a referral

                                    For a dentist referring a patient for treatment.
                                
                            
                        


                    

                

            


            

                If you are interested in finding out more about dental implants, you can book a consultation for a no obligation conversation about your options and to see if implants are the right choice for you.

                Call us on 0117 974 6555 to find out more



                	
                        
                        
                            Consultation
                            Your initial consultation will be with either our Implant Surgeon or Treatment Coordinator (TCO), who can discuss the different types of implants, single or multiple depending on your need. Following this there may be a need for a more clinical focused consultation.
                        

                    
	
                        
                        
                            Diagnostic Scans
                            We will carry out a number of digital scans, to build a digital 3D model of your mouth so we can get a clear picture of the area we will place the implant, and a more detailed X-ray using a Cone Beam Computer Tomography scanner so that our Implant surgeon can assess the state of the bone below the gum to get a really clear picture of your treatment need.
                        

                    
	
                        
                        
                            Treatment Plan
                            Once our experienced implant surgeon has assessed all of you scans they will explain the nature of your treatment, the stages involved and costs. We offer flexible payment options to make implants even more affordable.
                        

                    
	
                        
                        
                            Commence Treatment
                            Once you are happy we will begin treatment. The length and numbers of appointments will vary depending on the complexity of your particular need, but your Implant Surgeon will have detailed all of this in your treatment plan.
                        

                    
	
                        
                        
                            Implant Placed
                            Once the implant(s) are placed it may be necessary it might be necessary to allow time for healing before attaching the replacement teeth. Once we are happy the implant has healed we will arrange a series of appointments to fabricate the replacement teeth.
                        

                    
	
                        
                        
                            Aftercare
                            Your Implant Surgeon will advise you about looking after your implant and may well give you some painkillers to help with the pain over the days after your surgery as well as detailed advice about cleaning the implants and the teeth attached to them.
                        

                    


            


            

                    
                    
                        Your dental implant surgeons
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                                            Dr.Muhammad Musaab Siddiqui ;
                                                                                            (Dental Implant Surgeon)
                                        
                                        Qualified from: BDS, MFDS RCSEd, MClinDent Pros, Mpros RCSEd, MFTd RCSEd Fatima Jinnah Dental College in Pakistan, 2009
                                        GDC No: 254930
                                    

                                        
                                            He currently works as a Specialist Prosthodontist and Clinical Teaching Fellow of Restorative Dentistry leading Prosthodontics at School of Oral and Dental Sciences, University of Bristol.

Musaab has experience in treatment of complex restorative and multi disciplinary cases with particular emphasis on Fixed and Removable Prosthodontics and Implant Dentistry.

After working as a house officer in Maxillofacial Surgery and Restorative Dentistry, he entered specialist training and gained MClindent in Prosthodontics from Barts and the London School of Medicine and Dentistry and Membership in Prosthodontics from Royal College of Surgeons Edinburgh.

During his training he has won multiple awards such the SSRDG/ACSRD Research Poster awards.


He is involved with teaching at Bristol Dental Hospital and is a lecturer for MSc in Dental Implantology. He is also involved in reforming curriculum for Prosthodontics for the undergraduates.

He is a member of several specialist dental societies, including the International Team of Implantology, British Society for Restorative Dentistry, British Society of Prosthodontics, Restorative Dentistry UK and International Association of Dental Research.
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                                            Dr.Ryan Lello ;
                                                                                            (Dental Implant Surgeon)
                                        
                                        Qualified from: BDS(Wales) MFDS RCS(Ed) MJDF RCS(Eng) MOS RCS(Ed) MSc OS Plymouth United Kingdom, 2007
                                        GDC No: 114184
                                    

                                        
                                            After graduating from Cardiff University, Ryan held several Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Senior House Officer and Specialty Dentist posts in Wales, the Midlands and London. Building on his interests in implantology and hard tissue grafting, Ryan was able to undertake a position at the dental hospital in Berne, Switzerland, where he completed his specialist training in oral surgery over a three-year period. The Berne dental hospital has an international reputation as a research centre in implantology and tissue grafting, which enabled Ryan to be trained in a number of related surgical techniques. Following his return to the UK and resuming work he achieved his Membership in Oral Surgery from the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. He was subsequently recognised by the General Dental Council as a Specialist in Oral Surgery. He also completed a MSc in Oral Surgery at the Univeristy of Plymouth. He has published several peer-reviewed articles and presented at both UK and European scientific meetings. Ryan also works in the Oral Surgery Department of Bristol Dental Hospital as a Specialty Dentist in Oral Surgery and as an Honorary Clinical Lecturer.
                                        

                                


                    

            

        

    



    
    


    
        
        
            
                Flexible finance available*

                25+ years caring for UK patients

                UK's largest dental care provider
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                mydentist teeth straightening
				
					Arrange FREE consultation
            

        


        

            We are the experts in clear aligners


                Find out more

                
                
                    
                        
                            From only

                            £
                            37.41

                            per month†

                            Subject to status
                        
                        
                            Arrange a consultation here
                        
                    
                
        


        


            
            

                
                    

                        Affordable invisible braces for straightening teeth at home

                        At The SmileSuite we can help you achieve straighter teeth safely and conveniently under the care of the UK’s largest group of qualified dentists. We are dedicated to helping people discover their smiles. As we’re UK based and owned, you can be assured that we are on hand every step of the way should you have any questions.

                        Our registered dentists use the latest digital technology to create a treatment plan just for you that will give you straighter teeth safely and conveniently.

                        Using clear braces, which are almost invisible, your teeth will be gently and slowly moved into position over the course of several months. We’ll keep a check on your progress and you can contact us anytime should you have any questions.


                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            Get your perfect smile?

                            
                                
                                    
                                        Arrange FREE consultation
                                    

                                


                            
							
							call 03308 221 833


                        


                        
                            
                                Or learn more here

                                Download our leaflet PDF
                            

                    

                

            

        


        
            See our teeth straightening results...

            
                	
                        
                            Amazing smile

                            Some more amazing teeth straightening.

                        

                        [image: amazing-smile]
                    
	
                        
                            Gorgeous smile

                            Only 7 Clear aligners / teeth whitening / Composite bonding.

                        

                        [image: laureningham]
                    
	
                        
                            More smile goals achieved

                            More smile goals achieved with clear aligners
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                            Can't stop smiling

                            This patient never smiled with her teeth, now she can’t stop!

                        

                        [image: cant-stop-smiling]
                    
	
                        
                            Amazing new smile

                            New smile involved teeth straightening with clear braces and touch ups of composite bonding!
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                            Fantastic smile

                            Clear aligners and composite and whitening for this fantastic smile!
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                            Small changes create big smile

                            Simple but effective. Some of the smallest changes can create the biggest smile!
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                            Changing smiles

                            Changing smiles and lives. Another amazing smile from mydentist
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                            An amazing teeth straightening result

                            An amazing result teeth straightening result! Wondering if our treatment is right for you?

                        

                        [image: an-amazing-teeth-straightening-result]
                    
	
                        
                            Smile makeover success

                            Our clear aligners and teeth whitening playing their part in this patient's smile makeover.

                        

                        [image: smile-makeover-success]
                    


            

        


            

                
                

                    Affordable teeth straightening

                    We will work with you to ensure that your treatment plan is affordable. You’ll have access to a choice of finance options*, such as monthly payments, to work around your other financial commitments.


                    
                    

                        Simple pricing

                        
                            From as little as £37.41 per month*

                            subject to status

                            or a simple one off payment of £1490
                        


                    


                    
                


            


        
            
                Arrange FREE consultation
            


        
        

            Who are mydentist?


            
                
                    over4million
patients
                


                
                    nearly550UK dental
practices
                


                
                    over25 yearscaring for
UK patients
                


                
                    
                        [image: Trustpilot mydentist]
                    

                    Trustpilot score: 4.6 / 5

                

            


            
                
                    

                        Who we are

                        mydentist is the UK’s largest network of dental practices across the UK. Every year, we see more than 4 million patients and help thousands of people achieve their dream smiles with our teeth straightening treatments.


                    

                


                
                    

                        Unlike some companies we have years of experience in teeth straightening

                        We believe that teeth straightening can only be safely carried out by qualified dentists. They are the only people who have the knowledge and skills to provide safe and predictable treatment. At mydentist we have the UK’s largest network of clinicians who will listen to your individual smile goals and deliver high quality, safe, convenient and affordable care.


                    

                

            


            
                
                    

                        We only work with dental clinicians

                        As well as our network of dentists we also have a UK-wide network of qualified orthodontists, should you need more complex treatment. While all of the dentists you will see are trained to provide teeth straightening with clear aligners, some patients might need to see a specialist orthodontist if their teeth are very crowded. Whatever your needs you can relax in the knowledge that we can help.


                    

                


                
                    

                        Why choose us

                        	Years of experience
	Clinically-led treatments
	See how your teeth could look with a digital scan
	Contact us anytime
	Support every step of the way



                    

                

            


            
                
                    

                        Clinically safe

                        All mydentist patients have their treatment overseen by a UK registered dentist. We will make sure that your teeth and overall oral health are in good shape before we start teeth straightening and check in with you regularly to make sure that the treatment is progressing as planned. That means you can rest assured that at the end of treatment your teeth will look and feel great. All of our practices are regulated by the Care Quality Commission (CQC), the UK’s healthcare governing body, and are subject to the strictest clinical protocols.
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                Representative Example: * Cash price £1490, total amount of credit £1490, annual rate of interest 5.13% fixed, 48 month agreement with monthly repayments of £37.41 per month, representative APR 9.89%, total amount repayable £1795.68.

            * Whitecross Dental Care Limited (registered office: Europa House, Europa Trading Estate, Stoneclough Road, Kearsley, Manchester M26 1GG. Company No. 244415) is part of the mydentist group. Whitecross Dental Care Limited is a credit broker not a lender and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with registration number: 674183. Credit is provided by Secure Trust Bank PLC trading as V12 Retail Finance with whom we have a commercial relationship (and so we are unable to provide independent advice) and is subject to age and status. Minimum spend applies.

        


    



    
    

 


    
      



    
    








    
    
        
 
 

		
			The SmileSuite, is a trading style of Q Dental Care Ltd
			whose Registered Office is at: Europa House, Europa Trading Estate, Stoneclough Road, Kearsley, Manchester, M26 1GG  Whose Registered No is: 06545882. Q Dental Care Ltd as above is a member of the mydentist group.
		

		
			The SmileSuite, is a trading style of Q Dental Care Ltd
			whose Registered Office is at: Europa Whose Registered No is: 06545882. Q Dental Care Ltd as above is a member of the mydentist group.
		





	* Whitecross Dental Care Limited (registered office: Europa House, Europa Trading Estate, Stoneclough Road, Kearsley, Manchester M26 1GG. Company No. 244415) is part of the mydentist group. Whitecross Dental Care Limited is a credit broker not a lender and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority with registration number: 674183. Credit is provided by Secure Trust Bank PLC trading as V12 Retail Finance and AppToPay with whom we have a commercial relationship (and so we are unable to provide independent advice) and is subject to age and status. **Pay in three monthly instalments. This is a credit product. Minimum spend applies. Not all products offered by Secure Trust Bank PLC are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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